
Hello.

Isolation is  the greatest attack on those who resist  imperialism and do not give up
independence. freedom. honour and hope. We greet the hearts uniting in the Symposium with
our carnations, those who resist isolation with our belief in free tomorrows.

The imperialists, collaborators and the killers created. buılt up and supported by them
are  continuing  their  attacks  using  gangs.  Attacks  using  isolation,  sieges  and  corruption
continue. Those who resist imperialism are hunted by means of "prices on their heads".

With the belief embodied in our Great Death Fast Resistance of 2000-7, and with our
spirit of sacrifice, we call on all   who resist, the peoples of the world, and with the strength
that  has  resisted  isolation  for  15  years  with  undefeated  enthusiasm  we  call  for  the
strengthening of the resistance.

All of our cells and our consciousness are resistance positions against imperialism. In
Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, Lebanon, Iraq, Latin America and every corner of the world  we are
 with those who resist heart and soul. Every Free Prisoner is a tower of resistance in this war.
And we take this strength and honour from not just the 122 martyrs of resistance to isolation
but also from the peoples who resist. Imperialism is not invincible. We showed this with 122
times and we are continuing to show it every day and every moment. The Syrian people are
showing it and in Palestine, Lebanon, Iraq, all the Middle East and Africa the resisting people
are showing it.

The greatest strength of the peoples is righteousness and unity, those who resist and
struggle against isolation should unite against imperialism. 

History and the world's peoples will give full value to those who resist isolation and the
effort and belief will be made concrete in the Symposiums. 

Victory and the future will belong to the peoples of the  world who resist imperialism.

With our greetings filled with enthusiasm and hope
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